DIRECTIONS

WHERE TO PARK:
Galerie parking, 71334 Waiblingen,
Neustädter Straße 46

BY BUS & TRAIN
Two S-Bahn lines (S2 and S3 city trains) and a regional express run from Stuttgart main station to Waiblingen station. Take the number 201 bus (in direction of Bittenfeld) from the front of the station to the "Galerie" bus stop (about six minutes).

BY CAR
Coming from the B 14 freeway, take the “Waiblingen Mitte” exit. Drive straight ahead into town along “In der Talaue”. It then changes to “Neustädter Straße”. You will see the Galerie parking lot sign on the left. A pedestrian bridge over the river Reems takes you to Weingärtner Vorstadt.

For your visit to the Eva Mayr-Stihl Foundation, please enter the address of the parking lot in your navigation system:
71334 Waiblingen
Neustädter Straße 46.

BY AIR
Both S-Bahn lines (S2 and S3 city trains) run directly from Stuttgart airport to Waiblingen. Take the number 201 bus (in direction of Bittenfeld) from the front of the station to the “Galerie” bus stop (about six minutes). There is also a taxi stand in front of the station.